This paper aims to study the morphological features of code-switching in Chinese Netspeak. Myers-Scotton's Matrix Language Frame Model is employed to explore the morphological feature of the embedded words, nouns, verbs and adjectives in Chinese Netspeak. The study shows that in matrix Chinese frame model, English nouns, verbs and adjectives all lose their original morphological inflection change and syntax feature and follow the matrix Chinese grammar rules.
Previous Studies on Code-Switching
Over the last decades, bilingual code-switching has been studied by linguists and researchers across the world. It has been discussed from the perspective of general linguistics, sociolinguistics and psycholinguistics. Researchers have employed syntactic approach to explore the constraints and proposed models for code-switching, such as Free Morpheme and Equivalence Constraints (Sankoff & Poplack, 1981) , Phrase-structure Congruence Constraint (Woolford, 1983) , Functional Head Constraint and Word Order Integrity Corollary (Belazi et al., 1994) , and Matrix Language Frame Model (Myers-Scotton, 2002) . Theories and models have been built from the perspective of sociolinguistics to explain conversational choices, such as Notion of Contextualization Cues (Gumperz's, 1982) , Markedness Model (Myers-Scotton, 1983) and Accommodation Theory (Giles, 1991) . From the perspective of psycholinguistics, researchers have also conducted experiments to study issues such as code-switching, the brain and aphasia (Hyltenstam, 1995; Myers-Scotton & Jake, 1995 , 2000 Kutas et al., 2009 ) and code-switching and the mental lexicon (Wei, 2009 ).
Matrix Language Frame Model
Myers-Scotton's Matrix Language Frame Model is employed in this paper as the theoretical framework for the analysis of Chinese-English code-switched data from Chinese Netspeak. Matrix language is the language of the first major constituent in the sentence. In earlier discussions of the Matrix Language Frame Model, Myers-Scotton (1990) proposed the psycholinguistic and sociolinguistic criteria. The matrix language, according to Myers-Scotton, is generally the language of which speakers have the higher proficiency and is generally the more dominant language in a community in terms of the number of domains in which it is the more unmarked choice. Later in 1993, she further argues that the matrix language is the language with the higher frequency of morphemes in a discourse sample in which code-switching occurs. In 1997, after she proposes that the Matrix Language Frame Model should be applied to code-switching within a complement phrase, she modifies that one language involves code-switching is more grammatically dominant than the other in the sense that it sets the frame for the complement phrase with code-switching. This dominant language is called the matrix language (ML) and the other language is the embedded language (EL) in mixed constituents.
Code-switched utterances have an identifiable matrix language and the relationship between the matrix language and the embedded language is asymmetrical. The matrix language dominates a mixed clause in accordance with the following three principles:
1) Morpheme order principle
In ML+EL constituents, which consists of singly occurring EL lexemes and any number of ML morphemes, surface morpheme order (reflecting surface syntactic relations) will be that of the ML.
2) System morpheme principle
In ML+EL constituents, all morphemes which have grammatical relations external to their head constituent (i.e., which participant in the sentence's thematic role grid) will come from the ML.
3) Blocking hypothesis
In ML+EL constituents, a blocking filter blocks any EL content morpheme which is not congruent with the ML with respect to three levels of abstraction regarding sub-categorization.
The first principle indicate that the matrix language determines the order of the elements in ML+EL constituents. The Matrix Language Frame Model marks between content morphemes and system morphemes, and there is a fundamental difference in their distribution. The second principle requires that function morphemes can only be drawn from the matrix language. Finally, the Blocking hypothesis restricts the role of the embedded language by allowing only certain content morphemes of embedded language to occur in mixed constituents.
Morphological Features of Embedded Words
The English language demonstrates its grammatical relationship by means of inflectional change. According to Hu Zhuanglin (2001) , the morphology of English has two fields: the study of inflections (inflectional morphology), and the study of word-formation (lexical or derivation morphology). Morphological feature here refers to the study of the features of the inflectional morphology. In this paper, the inflectional features of nouns, verbs and adjectives of English in Chinese Netspeak will be discussed since they are mostly used as embedded words and feature inflectional change. Usually nouns have the inflectional affixes as number and case; verbs have six different kinds of changes and adjectives also have the change of classes. According to myers-scotton's Matrix language frame model, the grammatical structure and morpheme come from the matrix language. So the embedded English language follows morphological and syntactic feature of Chinese.
Morphological Feature of Embedded Nouns
The format of plural in Chinese is "number + quantifier + noun" or "indicator + noun". While in English, plural nouns often have the affix "s" or "es". From the following data, it is not difficult to find that when taking Chinese as the matrix language, there isn't the corresponding English morphological mark to demonstrate the plural conception. The format of the code-switched noun is Chinese "number + qualifier" + English "noun".
① 看看我的两个 snowman，一个是 man，一个是 woman，呵呵。
The English nouns in these examples "lose" its original plural mark "s" or their plural form. Before the word "showgirl" is the Chinese "一字排开" . In front of the words "snowman" and "Egg" is the quantifier "两个" , and before the word "apple" is the qualifier "俩". From the above examples, it is easy to see that all the embedded English words lose their morphological changes, and follow the grammar principle of Chinese.
The case inflection affix of the noun is frequently used in English, but in the matrix Chinese frame expressions, the case mark "的" appears in the sentence without the English case mark "s" or "of ".
In terms of the function of the embedded English nouns, in the sentences of matrix Chinese frame and in terms of the function of the embedded English nounds the embedded English nounds, the inflection changes of nouns can be used as subject, object and attribute in the sentences of matrix Chinese frame. The embedded English nouns can be used as subject, object and attribute, which play a very important role in code-switched sentences. Besides, it is obvious that the embedded English nouns are abundant in Netspeak, among which the proper nouns account for a high proportion and most of the proper nouns are used in their acronym forms.
1) Embedded English Nouns Used as Subject

Morphological Feature of Embedded Verbs
English verbs have three tenses: past tense, present tense and future tense. The format of the past tense of a verb is "V + ed "; the progressive tense is "V + ing". However, the future tense of verbs is not demonstrated in a morphological way, but is in the format of " modal + V ". In the matrix Chinese frame model, no matter whether the embedded language is a verb or a verb phrase, it loses its original inflectional change and appears in the basic form.
From the meaning of the two sentences we can easily infer that both of the word "book" and "delay" should be used in the past tense as "booked" and "delayed". However, in the code-mixed sentences, both of them remain in their basic form.
① 去睡啦~~night night love~明天还有好多事情做~政治怎么也弄的跟马上会考似的…元旦联欢前要 搞定所有的事情~然后好好的玩半天~show 下我的魔术
The word "show" in the example should be in the form of its future tense, but here it is the basic form.
It is obvious that the words "fire" and "promote" here should use their passive voice. However, before the first "fire", the Chinese word "被" is used to show its passive voice. while before the second "fire", even the word "被" disappears. At the same time, the basic form of the word "promote" shows its passive voice itself.
According to the concord principle, we know that in English the form of a subject should agree with the verb in terms of number in the present tense. However, the embedded English word in the matrix Chinese frame model www.ccsenet.org/ijel International Journal of English Linguistics Vol. 4, No. 4; 2014 seems different. Here is one example:
The singular form of the subject and the present tense of this sentence require that "s" be added to the verb as "complains", but the verb remains its its basic form.
Morphological Feature of Embedded Adjectives
The embedded adjective in the matrix Chinese frame model has nothing changed. For example:
① 他每次都是玩的最 high 的一个。 ② 感觉李湘比以前 fat 了好多！ Before the adjective "high", there is the Chinese word "最", and before the word "fat", there is "比" . "high" should use its superlative degree "highest", while "fat" should use its comparative degree "fatter". But both of the two words do not change, but follow the Chinese word principle. From the perspective of syntax, the adjective cannot be used as the predicate in English but can be used as predicate in Chinese. However, things are different in intra-sentential code-switching. Embedded adjectives have mainly two grammatical features:
When adjectives are used as the predicate, there isn't any copula to connect the subjective words.
In these examples, all of the adjectives are used as the predicates, and the embedded adjectives can be modified by the Chinese adverbs, such as "很", "好" and so on.
① 我的#新年计划#剪个 shua 利的头发~一大家子的人吃顿好的（虽然每天都是一大家子人，每天都 吃的不赖）~遇见一个或者几个 NICE 的人~ ② 非常 nice 的微博 里面有很多好玩、有趣的信息啊！ ③ 最炫最 HIGH 最潮流的夜生活狂欢地！带上家人和朋友,一起感受最炫、最 high、最潮流的岭南文 化吧！
The word "nice" "high" in the above three sentences are all used as the attributes. All of them follow the principle of Chinese expression: before the nouns they modify, there is the Chinese "的".
Conclusion
In matrix Chinese frame model, nouns, verbs and adjectives in English all lose their original morphological inflection change and syntax feature in English. Instead, these words follow the matrix Chinese grammar rules. All of these phenomena accord with Myers-Scotton's matrix language frame model. And it can be proved that Chinese-English code-switching do not ruin Chinese grammar structure system.
